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Abstract 
Let G be a 2r-regular, 2r-edge-connected graph of odd order and m be an integer such that 
1 <m<r. Then for every ueV(G), the graph G - {u} has an m-factor. 
All graphs considered are multigraphs (with loops) and finite. We refer the reader to 
[2] for standard graph theoretic terms not defined in this paper. 
Let G be a graph and let X, YE V(G). Then eG(X, Y) denotes the number and 
&(X, Y) the set of edges having one end-vertex in X and the other in Y. 
If S E V(G) then o(G-S) denotes the number of components of the graph G-S. 
Let k be a positive integer. A k-factor of a graph G is a spanning subgraph H of G, 
such that dH(x) = k for every xeV(G). 
The following theorem, due to Petersen, is chronologically the first result on 
k-factors in regular graphs. 
Petersen’s Theorem [4]. Every 3-regular, 2-connected graph has a l-factor. 
There are several 
following. 
results which generalize Petersen’s theorem. One of them is the 
Biibler’s theorem [ 11. Every r-regular, (r - 1)-edge-connected graph of even order has 
a 1 -factor. 
The next theorem examines the existence of a l-factor in vertex-deleted subgraphs 
of a regular graph. 
Theorem 1 (Grant et al. [3]). Let G be a 2r-regular, 2r-edge-connected graph of odd 
order and u be any vertex of G. Then the graph G- {u} has a l-factor. 
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The purpose of this paper is to present the following result 
Theorem 1. 
which generalizes 
Theorem 2. Let G be a 2r-regular, 2r-edge-connected graph of odd order and m be an 
integer such that 1 <m < r. Then for every UEV(G), the graph G - {u} has an m-factor. 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we shall use the following theorem, due to Tutte. 
Tutte’s k-factor theorem [S]. A graph G has a klfactor if and only if 
qc(D,S;k)+ C (k-d,-,(x))<klDI, 
XSS 
for all D, S c V(G), D n S = 8 where qo(D, S; k) denotes the number of components C of 
((G-D)-S) such that e,(V(C),S)+klV(C)I is odd. (Sometimes C is called odd 
component.) 
Tutte also noted that for any graph G and any positive integer k 
q#,S;k)+ 1 (k-do-.(x))-klDI~klV(G)I (mod2). 
XSS 
(1) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that there exist a vertex u and an integer m, where 
16 m d r, such that the graph G1 = G - {u} does not have an m-factor. Then by Tutte’s 
theorem and (1) there exist D, S E V(G,), D n S=@ such that 
qcl(D,S;m)+ c (m-&-dx))8mlDl+2 
XES 
Define 
(2) 
S’=S u {u} and W=(G-D)-S’=(G, -D)-S. 
We consider two cases. 
Case 1: o(W)=O. Since o(W)>q,,(D,S;m), (2) implies 
zs b-&-&))~mlDl+2. (3) 
So mlSj>mlDl+2 and hence jSl>jDl. But V(G1)=DuS and IV(G,)l is even, 
therefore 
ISl>,lDI+2. (4) 
Now since G is 2r-regular by Tutte’s theorem we have CXss, (2r -do-.(x))< 2rl DI, 
which implies 2rlS’I -CXEs, dG_D(x)Q2rlDl. So 2r( ISI+ l)-C,,s, dG-D(x)<2rIDI 
and hence, 
(2r-m)ISI+mJSI+2r- C dG_I)(x)<mIDI+(2r-m)IDI. 
xeS’ 
(5) 
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But 
c &-o(x)= c &-.(x)+&-D(u) 
XES’ XES 
and 
C &-&4= C &,-dx)+e,(u,S). 
xss XSS 
Therefore (5) becomes 
(2r-m)ISI+mISI+2r- C d,,_.(x)-e,(u,S)-dG_D(u) 
XES 
dmlD)+(2r-m)(DI. (6) 
Now using (3) and since ec(u, S)=L&_~(U)<~~, (6) implies 
(2r-m)( ISI-IDl)<2r-2. (7) 
Also since by (4) I SI > ID I + 2, we can conclude from (7) that m 3 Y + 1. This is 
a contradiction, thus Case 1 cannot occur. 
Case 2: w(W)> 1. The graph G is 2r-regular, so 
2r(D(>,e&D, V(G-D))=e&D, V(W))+e,(D,S’). (8) 
But eG(D, V(W))=e&DuS’, V(W))-e&S’, V(W)) an since G is 2r-edge-connected d 
e&D, V(W)32ro(W-e&‘, v(W). 
Also e&Q S’)=CxeS, &(x)-CxeS, d,_,(x) and since G is 2r-regular 
(9) 
ec(D,S’)=2r(S’(- c d,_,(x). 
X6.7’ 
(10) 
Substituting (9) and (10) in (8), we have 
2rIDJ32rw(W)-ec(S’, V(W))+2rlS’I- c d+,(x). 
XSS’ 
(11) 
Now CxsS’ dc _D(~) = 2ec(S’, S’) + ec(S’, V(W)), hence (11) becomes 
2rJDI>2rw(W)+2ec(S’,S’)-2 c d,-&)+2rlS’I. 
ES’ 
(12) 
But CxsS’ dc-o(x)=&sS dG-D(x)+dc-&)=CXEs dG,-D(x)+e&,S)+dG-&). 
Thus (12) implies, 
2rIDI>2ro(W)+2eG(S’,S’)-2 c dc,-o(x)+e,(u,S)+d,-,(u) +WS’I. 
XC.7 
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so 
2r(D(32ro(W)-2z dG,_D(x)-4r+2r(S’(, 
xss 
since ec(S’, S’) > ec(u, S) and dGeD(u)<2r. Now using (2), (13) implies 
(13) 
Thus (2r - 2m) ( 1 D I -I SI ) 3 2 from which it follows 
lDl>lSl (14) 
We now consider two subcases of Case 2. 
Case 2(a): m is even. For every odd component C of W the integer 
ml V(C)1 + ecl( V(C), S) is odd and since m is even the integer eG,(V(C), S) must be odd. 
Thus e,,(V(C),S)>l and so Cxss dG, _D(~) > qcl (D, S; m). Hence (2) implies 
mlSl>mlDl+2 from which follows that ISl>(D(+l. But this contradicts (14), thus 
Case 2(a) cannot occur. 
Case 2(b): m is odd. By Theorem 1, GI has a l-factor so using Tutte’s theorem, 
G,(D,S; I)+ c U-&-&4)6lDI. 
XES 
But since m is odd q,-+ (D, S; 1) = qcI (D, S; m), so 
Substituting (15) in (2) we have ISI 3 I DI + 1. But this contradicts again (14), thus 
Case 2(b) cannot occur, either. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 0 
We next show that if one of the conditions of Theorem 2 is dropped then the 
remaining conditions are no longer sufficient for the existence of an m-factor. 
First we will describe a graph G which satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 and has 
a vertex u such that G - {u} does not have an m-factor for m 3 r + 1. 
We form G as follows. We start from a complete bipartite graph with bipartition 
(X, Y), where X={uI,u2, . . . ,IQ-~} and Y=(uI,u,, . . . , uzr}. We add the indepen- 
dent edges uI v2, v3V4,...rV2r-l~2r. Clearly the resulting graph G satisfies the condi- 
tions of Theorem 2. Let UEX, define G, = G - (u} and let S = Y, D = X - {u}. Then for 
mar+l, 
q,,(D,S;m)+ c (m-&-D(4)>mIDIj 
xss 
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since qcl(D, S;m)=O, Cxss (m-&, _D(~))=2r(m- 1) and IDI =2r-2. Thus by Tutte’s 
Theorem Gr does not have an m-factor. 
We next describe a graph G of odd order which is 2r-regular, (2r- 2)-edge-connec- 
ted and has a vertex u such that G-{u} does not have a l-factor. 
Let H, be the graph obtained from K2r+l after the deletion of I- 1 independent 
edges. Clearly Hi contains 2r-2 vertices of degree 2r- 1 and 3 vertices of degree 2r. 
Let also Hz be the graph obtained from a 2r-regular graph on 2r + 2 vertices after the 
deletion of r - 1 independent edges. Clearly H, contains 2r - 2 vertices of degree 2r - 1 
and 4 vertices of degree 2r. Define W= (2r - 1) HI u H, and let X be a set of vertices, 
where 1 X I= 2r - 2. ((2r - 1) HI denotes 2r - 1 copies of HI.) We form G as follows. For 
each component C of W we add 2r - 2 independent edges having one end-vertex in 
X and the other in those vertices of C which have degree 2r - 1. Clearly such a graph 
has an odd number of vertices, it is 2r-regular and (2r - 2)-edge-connected. 
Now suppose that UE V(H,) and let D = X, S = 0, Gr = G - (u}. Then 
4c1(RS; l)+ 1 (1 -&-,(x))>lDI, 
xss 
since ID(=2r-2, C.E,(l-d,,_r,(x))=O and qc,(D,S;1)=2r. 
Finally the condition that G is of odd order cannot be dropped. The complete 
bipartite graph K2,, 2r is 2r-regular, 2r-edge-connected, it is of even order and for every 
UE VKZ,, zr), the graph Kz,, 2r - {u} does not have an m-factor for all values of m. 
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